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in cognitive radio network
Zhiyong Michael Liu1, Nidal Nasser2* and Hossam S Hassanein1Abstract
Cognitive radio networks significantly improve spectrum utilization efficiency by allowing unlicensed users to
opportunistically access the unused licensed spectrum. One of the key challenges is to determine how to properly
assign the unused spectrum slots without impacting the licensed users and if necessary, move the existing users to
different spectrum bands. In this paper, we present a spectrum migration model and propose a simulated
annealing approach to determine the proper spectrum migration solution, which optimizes the aggregated utility
while satisfying capacity constraints, interference constraints, and rate requirement constraints. The algorithm also
takes into account different classes of traffic. We show that the algorithm greatly outperforms the greedy migration
approach and other assignment approaches without migration.
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As smartphone and other wireless equipment have
become such integral part of our daily lives, we demand
to be connected to anyone, anytime, and anywhere. This
poses an exciting challenge to the wireless communication
research community to explore new ways to exploit
the limited radio spectrum band. The fixed spectrum
assignment strategy employed by existing wireless
networks is extremely inefficient. A field test taken in
New York City reported that the maximum total
spectrum occupancy is only 13.1% in the 30-MHz to
3-GHz band [1]. Similar studies showed that only 22%
of assigned spectrum is utilized in urban areas and less
than 3% in rural areas [2]. The Federal Communications
Commission estimates that the utilization rate for existing
spectrum is between 15% to 85% with high variance in
time and location [3]. Cognitive radio network (CRN)
shows great promise to exploit these deficiencies by
applying dynamic spectrum assignment.
CRN, first introduced in [4,5], is a new paradigm for
wireless communication that allows spectrum deficiency
to be exploited in an opportunistic manner. Unless the
traffic is continuous and uniform, an assignment spectrum* Correspondence: nnasser@alfaisal.edu
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in any medium, provided the original work is pband is always underutilized or even unused, leading to
a waste of radio resources. These underutilized or
unused spectrum bands are called spectrum holes
(also called white spaces). As shown in Figures 1 and
2, there are actually two types of spectrum holes.
Type-A spectrum hole is the portion of underutilized
assigned spectrum. Figure 1 displays the usage of a
particular assigned spectrum over a period of time.
Assume that the maximum throughput for this band
is 20 Mbps, represented by a blue dash line. As
shown in the diagram, the spectrum band is rarely
being fully utilized, leaving lots of white spaces. We
call this underutilized white spaces type-A spectrum
holes. Taking advantage of such spectrum requires
sophisticated spectrum spreading. Type-B spectrum
hole is the gap between transmissions in an assigned
spectrum. As shown in Figure 2, the spectrum band is be-
ing used to its full capacity, but there are pauses in the
transmission, creating lots of white spaces. We call these
gaps type-B spectrum holes. This type of spectrum hole is
much easier to detect and utilize. In reality, type-A and
type-B often co-exist in an assigned spectrum band while
type-A occurs more often than type-B. In fixed
spectrum assignment, these spectrum holes could fill up
to 85% of the assigned band. The observation of
spectrum holes inspired the introduction to cognitive
radio technologies.pen Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
g/licenses/by/2.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction
roperly cited.
Figure 1 Type-A spectrum hole - underutilized spectrum band.
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underlay, in which an unlicensed user might transmit
in the same band and at the same time as the licensed
user, as long as their interference is within tolerable
limit of the licensed user. The approach to address
type-B spectrum hole is called overlay, in which an
unlicensed user only transmits when the band is not in
use, causing minimum interference to the licensed
user. These licensed and unlicensed users are actually
called primary user (PU) and secondary user (SU),
respectively. Formally, a PU is the subscriber of a
licensed band network, and an SU is the one that
leases the unused licensed band of the network. In
essence, a PU and an SU share the same spectrum
band, typically in a preemptive manner where priority is
given to the PU. In other words, if a PU requests a
spectrum band that is currently used by an SU, this SU
must vacate the band immediately and either migrate
to another spectrum hole or has to hang up. Such
preemptive sharing scheme is widely accepted for the
purpose of avoiding harmful interference to existing PUs.Figure 2 Type-B spectrum hole - (gaps in data transmission).The key challenge of constructing a CRN is to detect
spectrum holes and assign them to appropriate users.
Therefore, besides the conventional network management
functions like admission control, congestion control,
and handover, a CRN must implement at least two
additional functions:
 spectrum sensing - detecting spectrum holes
in the licensed spectrum bands; and
 spectrum sharing - deciding proper spectrum
allocation scheme among existing PUs and
SUs. This is also called the spectrum
assignment.
In this literature, we focus on the spectrum assign-
ment problem. We propose a simulated annealing ap-
proach that maximizes the aggregated user utility while
attempting to assign users to available spectrum bands.
If necessary, the algorithm will move existing users
to different bands to accommodate new users. The
algorithm also considers different classes of traffic.
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gives a literature review of various spectrum assignment
approaches. Section 3 describes our system model and
formulates the spectrum assignment and migration
problem. A simulated annealing approach to solve the
problem is proposed in section 4. Simulation results
are shown and discussed in section 5. Finally, we
give our conclusions and future research extensions
in section 6.
2 Literature review
Many attempts have been made to tackle the dynamic
spectrum assignment and sharing problem. These ap-
proaches can be roughly divided into three categories
based on their theoretical foundations, graph theory
approach, price-based approach, and heuristic approach.
The graph theory approach tries to reduce the spectrum
assignment problem into a variant of the sensitive graph
coloring problem [6-8]. In this approach, spectrum
channels are represented by different colors and SUs
are denoted by vertices. A vertex and its edges can use a
number of colors depending on the channels in which
the corresponding SU can operate, as well as the con-
flicts it might have with adjacent vertices (i.e., adjacent
SUs). A set of approximation algorithms are used to
find the proper labeling and coloring scheme that maxi-
mizes some utility function. The utility function is often
defined based on throughput, transmission power,
interference, or profit. This approach is improved in [9]
by taking proportional fairness into account. It models
the local bargaining as a graph where each vertex repre-
sents a group of SUs belonging to the same poverty
line. The coloring process ensures that each group will
receive at least a minimum spectrum allocation and
hence ensures proportional fairness. The problem is then
solved in both distributed and centralized fashions.
The works in [10,11] model the spectrum allocation
problem as a graph coloring problem with the aim to
maximize utilization and fairness. This model investi-
gates both centralized and decentralized approaches,
as well as cooperative and non-cooperative approaches.
The simulation results show that distributed and cen-
tralized solutions have similar performance and co-
operative solutions outperform the competitive solutions
and almost reach the global optimum. To combat the
complexity of the coloring-based spectrum allocation,
a parallel algorithm is introduced in [12]. Other coloring
approaches can be found in [13,14]. It should be noted
that though the graph coloring approach can be carried
out in distributed fashion, it requires cooperation be-
tween users; hence, a lot of information exchange is
needed. Such high communication overhead might
offset the benefits of decentralized implementation.
Queuing theory is investigated in [15]. They study howto efficiently handle retransmission in CRN. It proposed
a queue-length-based scheduling technique to identify
proper temporal and spatial spectrum holes for the
retransmission, resulting in a significant quality of service
(QoS) gain for SUs.
The price-based approach does not directly tackle
the assignment problem. It does not compute the ac-
tual assignment but computes the price that eventually
dictates the spectrum assignment. The service providers
decide the prices for different bands and let users
choose which price is acceptable, which determines
how users are assigned. To some degree, the price-
based approach resolves the spectrum assignment in
distributed fashion (by users). Many of the pricing
strategies are constructed using game theory, where
each network entity (users and network operators) is
considered as a player. Each player has his own objective.
Operators want to sell the resource for as high a price
as possible, while users want to get as much resource
as possible for a given price. The idea is to come up
with a proper pricing scheme that meets everyone’s
objective. Depending on how the network is modeled,
the interaction could be between users, between users
and operators, or between different operators. One of
the most comprehensive studies in this area is done in
[16], where SUs and the network operators are modeled
as players in a game, each with its own utility function
that is defined as a function of price. Depending on
the market condition (whether it is a closed or open
market) and the degree of cooperation between different
network operators, a pricing strategy is computed that
will put the game in equilibrium and the channel assign-
ment is consequently determined. Game theory is also
used in [17] but formulated differently. In [17], each SU
expresses his channel preference in terms of throughput
while each channel specifies the type of SU it prefers in
terms of transmission power. The idea is to find a
matching channel for each SU based on their prefer-
ences. A no-regret learning approach is proposed in
[18] where both cooperative and non-cooperative
scenarios are considered. It is worth mentioning that
pricing strategy in practice is a complex multifaceted
problem. Economic factors like incentive to use the
service, knowledge of the users, price elasticity and
demand function, social factors like social welfare and
social fairness, and technical factors like complexity,
pricing interval, and billing mechanism must all be
considered [19,20]. However, the pricing schemes
discussed here usually consider only one or two of
these issues. In particular, the effectiveness of these
pricing schemes heavily depends on the proper estimation
of user behavior, which is often unpredictable and
highly volatile [21]. Social fairness is also neglected in
many of the pricing schemes, leading to starvation
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the network.
Heuristic approach encompasses a variety of schemes.
One of the earliest heuristic approaches is the water-fill
algorithm, first introduced in [21]. In this algorithm,
the rate assignment is done in iterations. During each
iteration, each user increases his transmission rate by
a predefined amount. The process continues until the
frequency-dependent power constraints imposed by
PUs have been reached. It is proven that the algorithm
converges to a Nash Equilibrium under certain condi-
tions. This work is extended in [22], where a price-
based iterative water-filling algorithm is proposed and
implemented in a distributed fashion. It allows SUs to
repeatedly negotiate their spectrum and transmission
powers. In this approach, an SU selfishly adjusts his
transmission power and his pricing factor based on
the interference he observes locally in the hope to
maximize his own utility function. This process is
repeated for each SU. It is proven that the proposed
algorithm will drive the SUs to a Nash equilibrium
[23] to thoroughly evaluate this approach under an
event-driven simulation environment. A biologically
inspired spectrum sharing scheme is proposed in [24]. It
is based on the adaptive task allocation model in insect
colonies. The algorithm allows SUs to coordinate their
decision making about what channels suit them the
most hence avoiding channel handoff latency. Authors
in [25] use swam intelligence to help neighboring SUs
identify the suitable common control channels. These
channels are then used by SUs to exchange informa-
tion about the detected spectrum holes and coordinate
their spectrum allocation efforts. An iterative heuristic
algorithm, ELCI, is proposed in [26]. It maximizes
the aggregated throughput in an interference-limited
multi-channel CRN. The algorithm could produce the
optimal solution and outperform the well-known glo-
bal optimum algorithm MARL [27]. A heuristic-based
adaptive resource allocation scheme is introduced in
[28]. The scheme provides proportional fairness among
SUs. Genetic algorithm is attempted in [29] that helps
SUs select the optimal channels. Simulation results
show that the algorithm significantly reduces the num-
ber of channel switchings, minimizes the delay, and
saves the transmission power. Other noticeable works
are a family of distributed spectrum sharing schemes
[19,20,30-32]. In these schemes, operators announce
the availability and quality of their spectrum bands and
each SU makes his own decision about his spectrum
access strategy.
Some algorithms that do not fit into the three cat-
egories include a linear programming approach that
maximizes SU’s spectrum efficiency [33], a neural net-
work that produces interference-avoiding spectrumassignment in an ultra-wideband CRN [34], an ad-hoc
routing protocol that allows SUs to exchange traffic
information so that they can dynamically switch to
different paths and spectrum bands for better per-
formance [35], and a Markov process that controls
the admission of SUs without deteriorating the QoS of
PUs [36].
Many of the approaches mentioned above suffer
from three major defects. First of all, they do not scale
well. If the network has a bounded response time (or a
threshold on delay) and the demand is high, these
approaches will not be able to compute a solution
within the time limit. Secondly, they are tightly coupled
with the objective function. If objective changes or the
assumed utility function is incorrect, these approaches
will fail. Finally, user mobility and traffic type are
ignored or simply assumed in these approaches. We
attempt to address these problems by introducing a
simulated annealing (SA) approach. It offers a fixed
response time and is flexible to work with different
objective functions and utility functions. We also in-
corporate three different classes of traffic into the algo-
rithm. Next, we formally define the spectrum assignment
problem.
3 Problem formulation
Consider a CRN owning a fixed number of spectrum
bands. Each band has different characteristics and,
therefore, might have different transmission capacity
and support different transmission rates. There are
some PUs and SUs already admitted into the network
and there are several newly arrived SUs waiting to be
admitted into the network. Each user has his own
utility function that is defined based on some QoS
requirements. The objective is to find a spectrum as-
signment to all the users, regardless of whether it is a
PU or an SU and whether it is already admitted or not,
so that the aggregated user utility will be maximized. If
necessary, an existing user might have to move to a
different spectrum or even disconnect to make room
for a new user. Therefore, this is a combination of
assignment and migration problem. For simplicity, we
make the following assumptions:
 All newly arrived users are SUs.
 A user can only be admitted to one band but a band
can be shared by multiple users.
 There is a CRN base station responsible for sensing
which spectrum bands are available, their
transmission capacity and transmission rate, and
deciding how to allocate the spectrum bands.
Under these settings, we formulate the spectrum assign-
ment as follows:
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denoted as bandi, where 1 ≤ j ≤ M.
 Spectrum availability vector: a = {a1, a2, …,aM}
is a binary vector of M bits, where a1 indicates
the corresponding band is unused and 0
indicates otherwise.
 Spectrum capacity vector: b = {b1, b2, …,bM}
is a vector where each element represents
the maximum transmission rate supported
by the corresponding spectrum
band.
 There are total N users. Some are already
admitted into the network, and some are
waiting to be admitted into the network.
Each user is denoted as useri, where
1 ≤ i ≤ N.
 Rate request vector: r = {r1,r2, …,rN} is
a vector where each element represents
the requested transmission rate of the
corresponding user.
 Utility vector: u = {u1, u2, …,uN} a vector
where each element represents the utility
function of the corresponding user. A utility
function computes a user’s degree of
satisfaction when a certain QoS parameter
like transmission rate, delay, and call dropping
probability is met.
 Interference constraint matrix: I = {ii, j, k є (0,1) }
N×N×M is a N by N by M binary matrix
where 1 ≤ i ≤ N, 1 ≤ j ≤ N, 1 ≤ k ≤ M,
and if ii, j, k = 1, it means that useri and userj
interfere with each other in bandk and must
not be assigned to that particular spectrum
band.
 Spectrum assignment vector: x = {x1, x2, …,xN}
is a vector where element xi means that useri,
where 1 ≤ i ≤ N is assigned to bandxi , where
1 ≤ xi ≤ M. Note that if xi = −1, it means that
useri is not admitted into the network. Vector x is
a valid spectrum assignment if for 1 ≤ n, m ≤ N,
xn satisfies:
M ≥ xn ≥ 0 and ð1Þ
if xn > 0; then gn;xn ≥ rn and ð2Þ
for all xn that are equal;
X
un;xn ≤ bxn and ð3Þfor all xn ¼ xm;in;m ¼ 0 ð4ÞConstraint (1) states that the assigned band must
be owned by the CRN. Constraint (2) means that if
a user is indeed admitted, the assigned band must
offer a rate no less than the requested rate. Con-
straints (3) and (4) mean that if multiple users are
assigned to the same band, their aggregated rate
cannot exceed the band’s capacity, and they must
not interfere with each other.
Given the above model and the current spectrum
assignment x’, the objective of the spectrum assign-
ment problem is to find a new and valid spectrum




i¼1ui xið Þ: ð5Þ
4 Simulated annealing
In this section, we propose a simulated annealing algo-
rithm (SA) to solve (5). The idea is borrowed from
tempering technique in metallurgy, in which weakness
and defects along the border of two welded metal
plates come from atoms of crystals freezing in the
wrong place (similar to a local optimum). Heating is
applied to the border to unstuck the atoms (similar to
escape the local optimum). A slow cooling process is
then applied to allow atoms to get to better place
(similar to a global optimum). SA runs faster than
random walk by directing the search towards a likely
global optimum and produces better result than greedy
search by allowing bad move to escape from local
optimum. The probability that a bad move is accepted
is based on a temperature and the degree of badness.
The higher the temperature, the greater chance of
wrong-way move is accepted. And the worse the bad
move is, the lesser chance of wrong-way move is
accepted. The temperature is very high at the beginning
and gradually decreases every couple of iterations.
Assuming the objective is to maximize some function, the
probability of a bad move being accepted can be com-
puted using the following formula:
P¼e‐ ΔETð Þ; ð6Þ
where T is the current temperature and ΔE = Energyi −
Energyi + 1, that is, the energy difference between the
current state and the next state. In SA, the objective func-
tion is sometimes called energy function. In maximization,
the higher the energy, the better the solution (state).The
proposed SA is outlined below.
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design. The stop condition, energy function, and neigh-
borhood function are independent of each other. We can
fine-tune any part of the algorithm without changing
its overall structure. We can plug-and-play any energy
function into the algorithm or even modify it on the fly.
This is very useful when user utility function is not known
in advance and has to be derived during execution. There
are different ways to stop the algorithm. For example, we
can stop the algorithm when the temperature is below
some predefined threshold. If the network requires a fixed
response time, we can set up a timer equal to the requiredresponse time and set the stop condition to be the expiry
of the timer. This makes the proposed algorithm scalable
to large problems. Unlike other approaches where response
time always increases as the number of users or number
of bands increases, SA can offer a constant response
time regardless of the complexity of the problem. Hence,
it allows for a flexible trade-off between accuracy and
response time.
Because we allow migration, that is, an existing
user might have to move to a different band or even
disconnect, (5) has to be modified to account for the
migration cost. The energy function, the difference
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is defined below:









where u() is the user utility function and p() is the pen-
alty function. Both of these functions as well as the neigh-
borhood function are explained in the following sections.
4.1 The utility function
We define the user utility function as a function of the
given transmission rate. Based on bandwidth adaptability,
we identify three classes of traffic/traffic with a fixed
bandwidth requirement, traffic with a flexible bandwidth
requirement within certain range, and traffic that can
work with any given bandwidth. Their utility functions are
given below. Each utility function computes the utility of
userk if it is assigned to bandxk with given rate rk.
Fixed bandwidth traffic has a rigid requirement on its
transmission rate. There is no flexibility over the life
time of the connection. If the given rate rk is no less
than the requested rate rreqk , utility is the requested rate.
Once above the threshold, higher transmission rate does
not make the user happier. If the given rate is below the
requested rate, utility is 0. As illustrated in Figure 3, the
utility function is a Heaviside step function:
u
xk
k rkð Þ ¼






Bounded traffic class has a somewhat flexible bandwidth
requirement. The traffic is characterized by a minimumFigure 3 Utility function for fixed bandwidth traffic.requested rate rmini and a maximum requested bandwidth
rmaxi . The utility function for this type of traffic is defined as:
uxkk rkð Þ ¼ rk  1−e
ck1  rkð Þ2
ck2 þ rkð Þ
 !
; ð9Þ
where ck1 and ck2 are constants controlling the curves of the
convex and concave functions. As shown in Figure 4,
the utility function for bounded service class is a
convex-turn-concave function. This type of traffic is
characterized by a pair of minimum request rate and
maximum request rate. If the given rate is within this
range, the utility increases dramatically. If not, the utility
curve is almost flat.
Dynamic traffic has a large delay tolerance and lacks
strict bandwidth requirement. Examples of dynamic traffic
are web traffic or file transfer. Figure 5 illustrates the util-
ity function for this type of traffic, which is an exponential
function bounded by the band capacity cxk .





where ck1 is some constant controlling the curve of the
exponential function.
4.2 The penalty function
When an existing user is forced to move to a different
band or disconnect, certain penalty will occur due to the
computational cost involved or contractual obligation.
There are four different cases: Cost of moving an existing SU to a different band.
 Cost of moving an existing PU to a different band.
 Cost of disconnecting an existing SU.
 Cost of disconnecting an existing PU.
Figure 4 Utility function for bounded traffic.
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involves only computational cost, which is proportional
to the size of the problem, that is, the number of users
plus the number of bands. The disconnect cost for an
SU is 0 as there is no contractual obligation to maintain
the call while the disconnect cost for a PUis n times that
of PU’s utility, where n is some constant. Therefore, the
cost of migrating existing useri from bandxi to bandxi can
be defined as
pi xj
  ¼ NþMð Þ ck3; if xj≠−1
u
xk
k bxið Þn; otherwise ;

ð11Þ
where n is some constant and ck3 is the computation unit
cost, that is, when there is only one user and one band.
Note that transmission rate and computation cost are
measured by different measurement units and in different
scales as well. Therefore, during implementation, these
numbers need to be normalized before being plugged into
the energy function to ensure they are compatible.Figure 5 Utility function for dynamic traffic.4.3 The neighborhood function
The neighborhood function, also called the transition
function, computes the next possible candidate solution.
The efficiency of simulated annealing is highly
influenced by the neighborhood function used. A key
problem-specific choice is the size of the step, or in our
case, the degree of migration allowed per iteration. If the
neighborhood size is small compared to the total solu-
tion space cardinality, the search cannot move around
the solution space fast enough to find the optimum in a
reasonable time. On the other hand, a very large neigh-
borhood has the algorithm merely sampling randomly
from a large portion of the solution space and thus is
unable to focus on specific areas of the solution
space. As a starting point, we assume one degree of
migration, that is, at the maximum, only one existing
user will be moved to a different band or disconnect.
We propose two neighborhood functions: the random
neighborhood function and the guided neighborhood
function.
Figure 6 Performance comparison of algorithms with migration.
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the current assignment, the random neighborhood function
works as follows:
1. If the new user list is empty, add all existing users to
the list. Otherwise, move to step 2.
2. Randomly pick a new user from the new user list.
3. Randomly pick a band from the spectrum list.
4. If the chosen band is already occupied by some
other user, move the occupant to the new user list.
Otherwise, move to step 5.
5. Copy the current assignment into a new assignment.
6. In the new assignment, assign the chosen new user
to the chosen band.
7. Return the new assignment.Figure 7 Performance comparison of algorithms without migration.Given a list of new users, a list of spectrum bands and
the current assignment, the guided neighborhood function
works as follows:
1. If the new user list is empty, add all existing users to
the list. Otherwise, move to step 2.
2. Randomly pick a band from the spectrum list according
to a distribution, in which the probability of a band
being chosen is proportional to the difference between
the occupant’s utility and the band’s capacity. In other
words, the more a band is underutilized, the more
likely it will be chosen to be assigned to a new user.
3. Pick a new user from the new user list according to
a distribution, in which the probability of a new user
being chosen is proportional to the utility that the
Figure 8 Performance comparison of all algorithms.
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other words, the higher the utility the user will
obtain in the chosen band, the more likely it will be
assigned to that band.
4. If the chosen band is already occupied by some
other user, move the occupant to the new user list.
Otherwise, move to step 5.
5. Copy the current assignment into a new assignment.
6. In the new assignment, assign the chosen new user
to the chosen band.
7. Return the new assignment.
Though it remains to be proved, we expect that both
neighborhood functions will produce the same quality ofFigure 9 Speed comparison of different migration algorithms.solution but the guided version should find the solution
faster.
5 Performance evaluation
In this section, we present the experiment results where
we compare the proposed SA with a random walk (RW)
and a hill climbing (HC). Both RW and HC use the same
energy function and transition function as SA. The only
difference between the three is that SA moves to a worse
neighbor with certain probability, RW always moves to
the neighbor regardless it is better or not, while HC
moves to a neighbor only if it is better. After some trial
runs, we decided to set up the experiments as follows:
the temperature for SA starts at 118.8 and drops 1%
Figure 10 Performance comparison SA with random and guided neighborhood function.
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temperature is 0.5 or lower. This is translated into 5,370
iterations. Both RW and HC run the same number of
iterations as the proposed SA to ensure their results are
compatible. Each experiment is repeated 100 times, and
the average is calculated and displayed. The number of
new SUs is set to 5 while the number of total spectrum
bands is set to 10. The occupancy rate, the percentage of
bands being occupied, ranges from 10% to 100%,
representing traffic condition from being light to heavily
congested. User utility functions, user types of occupants
(either PU or SU), user traffic type (either fixed, bounded
or dynamic), requested rates (including max rate and
min rate) and band capacities are randomly generated
according to some uniform distributions. Note that
because these numbers are randomly generated, comparing
an algorithm’s performance between different trafficFigure 11 Speed comparison SA with random and guided neighborhconditions is not very useful. Therefore, our analysis will
focus on comparing different algorithms’ performances
under the same traffic setting.
Note that because utilities under different traffic condi-
tions vary quite a bit, all the utility numbers are normalized
to between 0 and 1 for easier display. Figure 6 shows the
experiment result with migration under different traffic
conditions. This diagram compares the performances of
different migration strategies under different occupancy
rates. SA with migration clearly outperforms all other
algorithms while RW with migration closely matches its
performance until the network gets congested. Figure 7
shows the result without migration. This diagram com-
pares the performances of different algorithms without
migration. Their performances are very close to each
other while the no-migration version of SA still maintains
a slight edge over the other two. All algorithms convergeood function.
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occupied as there is no room for any change. Figure 8
combines the results from Figures 6 and 7. It shows that,
for each algorithm, regardless of the traffic condition, the
migration version always outperforms the no-migration
version. From Figures 6, 7, and 8, we can conclude that
regardless of the traffic condition and whether migration
is applied or not, the proposed SA outperforms other
algorithms.
We also tested how fast each migration algorithm
finds its best solution. As shown in Figure 9, SA usually
finds the best solution at around the 495th generation while
HC at around the 19th and RW at around the 2,630th.
Therefore, although RW’s performance is comparable
to SA, SA is over five times more efficient (in terms of
finding the best solution) than RW.
All of the above tests are done using the random
neighborhood function. Figure 10 compares the perfor-
mances between SA with the random neighborhood
function and SA with the guided neighborhood function,
and Figure 11 compares their speeds. Because SA with
migration has been proven to be superior over other
algorithms, we only focus on the migration version of
SA here. As expected, the two functions have similar
performance, but on average, the guided version can locate
the best solution twice as fast as the random version.
In conclusion, the proposed SA with migration out-
performs all other algorithms, regardless of the traffic
condition and whether the neighborhood function is
guided or random.
6 Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a simulated annealing approach
to solve the spectrum assignment problem. It maximizes
aggregated user utility while taking into account of the
spectrum capacity constraint, interference constraint, and
user requirement constraints. The algorithm incorporates
a migration strategy into its solution space. It also provides
differential treatments to different classes of traffics. The
algorithm outperforms the random and the greedy hill
climbing assignment approaches regardless of whether the
network is congested or not. So far, our algorithm only
considers when the network is underutilized due to either
type-A or type-B white spaces or both. However, even
when the spectrum is fully utilized, there are still ways to
exploit it. Some traffic like e-mail, text messaging, or even
streaming with adaptive coding has large tolerance in
terms of their QoS requirements. So even when the
spectrum is used to its full extent by a PU with flexible
QoS demand, it is still possible for an SU with critical
transmission to negotiate with this flexible PU to give up
portion of his assigned band. Though the overall through-
put is the same, the aggregated utility is improved. We call
this spectrum trading. Incorporating spectrum tradinginto our algorithm will be a major extension to our work.
Other possible extensions include making a spectrum
band sharable by more than two users and making the
interference matrix continuous instead of binary. Right
now, a user has a universal utility function regardless of
what band is assigned to him, but in reality, due to the
difference in power consumption, signal quality, and other
quality-of-service requirements, a user should have a
different utility function for each spectrum band.
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